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A multifunction r is called a Kakutani multifunction if there exist two nonempty 
convex sets X and Y, each in a Hausdortf topological vector space, such that 
P X-t Y is upper semi-continuous with nonempty compact convex values. We 
prove the following extension of the Kakutani fixed point theorem: Let r: X+X 
be a multifunction from a simplex X into itself; if r can be factorized by an 
arbitrary finite number of Kakutani multifunctions, then r has a fixed point. The 
proof relies on a simplicial approximation technique and the Brouwer fixed point 
theorem. Extensions to infinite-dimensional spaces and applications to game theory 
are given. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
The Kakutani fixed point theorem [IS] can be stated as follows: if X is 
a simplex and r: X + X is an upper semi-continuous multifunction with non- 
empty compact convex values (called Kakutani multifunction), then there 
exists an x0 E X such that x0 E I&,. 
This theorem is a set-valued version of the Brouwer fixed point theorem 
(see [ 191). It appears as a special case of an earlier result of von Neumann 
[22]. It was extended by Fan [7] and Glicksberg Cl l] to the case of a 
nonempty compact convex set X in a Hausdorff locally convex topological 
vector space, thus providing a set-valued version of the Tychonoff fixed 
point theorem [24]. The compactness condition was afterwards relaxed by 
Himmelberg [16] (X compact replaced by T(X) included in a compact 
subset of X), as Hukuhara [17] did with the Tychonoff theorem. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the Kakutani theorem, 
and its generalization by Himmelberg, to multifunctions factorizable by 
Kakutani multifunctions through convex sets in Hausdorff topological 
vector spaces. Such multifunctions arise in a natural way in minimax and 
coincidence theory (see [lo, 4, 15, 1, 20, 25, 141); their consideration 
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essentially goes back to von Neumann [22]. Using homological methods, 
fixed point theorems for even more general multifunctions, acting on 
various types of space X, were established in [23, 12, 131; these theorems, 
however, do not cover the case of a compact convex set X in a not 
necessarily metrizable Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space 
case which is obtained here (Theorem 4). 
The simplex situation is discussed in Section 2. Here, we begin by 
showing how to reduce an intersection problem for a class of multivalued 
maps to the same problem for a smaller class of single-valued maps 
(Lemma 1). Theorem 1, which extends Kakutani’s theorem, is then 
immediately proved by invoking the Brouwer fixed point theorem. In 
Section 3, an extension of the classical Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz 
lemma [19] is obtained (Theorem 2) by combining Theorem 1 with an 
“abstract” intersection lemma (Lemma 2). Fan’s generalization of the 
KKM lemma is restated as Corollary 1, a consequence of Theorem 2. 
Another application of Theorem 2 is Theorem 3, a coincidence theorem. 
Theorem 3 is a special case of a homological-type result essentially due to 
Ben-El-Mechaiekh, Deguire, and Granas [ 11, and starting point of Granas 
and Liu’s paper [ 141. Apart from these results, the interest of Section 3 is 
that it provides a method for passing from the simplex situation to the 
more general situation of a convex set in a ‘locally convex topological 
vector space. Such a situation is considered in Section 4: Theorem 4, which 
is obtained from Theorem 3, generalizes Himmelberg’s generalization of the 
Kakutani fixed point theorem. The last two sections are devoted to 
applications in game theory. In Section 5, Theorem 1 is compared with the 
von Neumann intersection theorem [22], restated as Theorem 5’; 
Theorem 5 generalizes Theorem 5’. Section 6 discusses the existence of 
equilibrium points in generalized games; Theorem 6 extends Debreu’s 
theorem [S]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X and Y be two sets. A multifunction (or relation) r from X to Y, 
denoted l? X+ Y, is a subset Tc Xx Y. The (lower) inuerse of r: X+ Y 
is the multifunction r-: Y --) X defined by (y, x) E r- if and only if 
(x, y) ET. The values of r: X+ Y are the sets Tx := {y E Y: (x, y) E r}; 
thefibers of rare the values T-y= (xEX: (x, y)Er) of r-. For AcX, 
the set T(A) := uxcA Tx= {ye Y: r-ynA#@} is called the image of A 
under r; for BcY, the set T-(B)=U,..r~y={xEX:rxnB#~}, 
image of B under r-, is called the inverse image of B under I’. Given two 
multifunctions r: X+ Y and A: Y -+ Z, their composition is defined as 
the multifunction AT: X-r Z whose values are ATx : = A(J’x) = 
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{z E 2: A-z n TX # a} for each x E X. A multifunction r: X + X is said to 
have a fixed point provided x0 E TX, for some x,, E X. 
Assume that X and Y are topological spaces. A multifunction l? X+ Y 
is said to be closed if it is closed as a subset of X x Y; upper semi-continuous 
(u.s.c.) if for each closed set B c Y the inverse image r-(B) is a closed 
subset of X; compact if the image T(X) of X under r is contained in a 
compact subset of Y. 
PROPOSITION 1. (1) Ifr:X+ Y is U.S.C. with compact values and Y is 
Hausdorff, then r is closed. 
(2) If r: X-r Y is U.S.C. with compact values and A: X-, Y is closed, 
then (rn A): X-+ Y, defined by (rn A) x = Tx n Ax for x E X, is u.s.c.; in 
particular, if A is closed and compact, then A is U.S.C. 
(3) Zf r: X --) Y is U.S.C. with compact values, then T(K) is compact 
whenever KC X is compact. 
(4) Ifr: X -+ Y and A: Y + Z are u.s.c., then AT: X -+ Z is U.S.C. 
(5) If ri:xi+ ri, i = 1,2, are U.S.C. with compact values, then 
(r, x r,): X, x X, --) Y, x Y,, defined by (r, x Tz)(x,, x2) = r,x, x T,x, 
for (x1, x2) E X, x X,, is u.s.c. 
Proof: See [3]. 1 
In the sequel, we shall use the following conventions and notations. 
Ordinary maps, that is single-valued multifunctions, are denoted by small 
letters and general multifunctions by capital letters. Real Hausdorff 
topological vector space is abbreviated as t.v.s. and real locally convex 
Hausdorff topological vector space as Z.C.S. If A is a subset of a vector 
space, co A stands for the convex hull of A. For n 30, A, denotes the 
standard n-simplex of R”+‘, that is, 
A,= 1=(1,, . . . . &,)ER”++ li> 0 for all i and i Ai= 1 ; 
i=O I 
Z n+1 denotes the set (0, 1, .,., n} with addition modulo n + 1. 
We now define the class JT of Kakutani multifunctions: re %” if there 
exist two topological spaces X and Y such that 
(i) r:x-+ Y, 
(ii) r is u.s.c., 
(iii) either r is single-valued (in which case, Y is simply assumed to 
be a Hausdorff topological space), or for each x E X, T’x is a nonempty 
compact convex subset of Y (in which case, Y is assumed to be a convex 
set in a t.v.s.). 
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A similar definition can be found in [l, 14,253. 
Next, we define the class XC of Kakutani factorizable multifunctions: 
r~ xc if there exist two topological spaces X and Y such that 
(i) r: X-+ Y; 
(ii) r=r,r,-,...r,, where Tiex for i=O ,..., n. 
In other words, rE xc if there is a diagram 
ro r1 r:x=x,-x,- . . ._t rn Xn+l=Y, 
where TiE Z for i= 0, . . . . n. The multifunctions Ti are called the factor 
multifunctions and the spaces Xi the factor spaces. Note that if Ti is multi- 
valued, then Xi+ 1 is a convex set in a t.v.s. 
A similar definition can be found in [ 11. 
If X and Y are topological spaces, we note 
%‘(X, Y) = { y: X -+ Y: y is a continuous (single-valued) map}; 
x(x, Y)= {r: x+ y: rEx}j, 
Xc(X, Y) = {r: x+ y: I-E G-q}. 
Clearly, the following inclusions hold: ‘8(X, Y) c ,X(X, Y) c x=(X, Y). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a compact space, Y a convex set in a t.v.s., and 
Te xC(X, Y). Then there exist a paracompact convex subset Y’ c Y and a 
multifunction r’ E xC(X, Y’) such that T’x = Tx for each x E X. 
Proof: Call cr-compact a space that can be expressed as the union of at 
most countably many compact spaces. Clearly, a compact space is cr-com- 
pact, and a regular o-compact space, being Lindeliif, is paracompact. We 
actually establish a result better than Proposition 2, namely: if X is a-com- 
pact, then there exist Y’ c Y and r’ E xc(X, Y’) such that Y’ and all the 
factor spaces of r’ are o-compact convex sets in t.v.s., and T’x = Tx for 
each x E X. 
First, we list some stability properties of a-compact spaces. From 
Proposition l(3) it follows that the image of a a-compact space under 
a U.S.C. compact-valued multifunction is a-compact. Countable unions of 
a-compact spaces and Cartesian products of a-compact spaces are obviously 
a-compact. We claim that the convex hull of a a-compact subset K of 
a t.v.s. E is also o-compact: For each n =O, 1, . . . . let g,: A, x K”+l + E 
be the continuous map defined by g,(l, x0, . . . . x,) =CrzO Aixi. Since 
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A,x K”+l is g-compact, the image g,(A, x K”+ ‘) is o-compact and 
therefore so is lJrzO g,(A, x K”+‘) = co K. 
Now, assume that r has the form 
where T;E X(X,, Xi+ i) for all in Zn+l. Take K, = co r,,(X,,) c X, and 
define rb: X0 --) K, by rbx = T,x. Next, for i= 1, . . . . n, take 
Ki+, = co r,(K,) c Xi+ I and define r:: Ki + Ki+ , by r;x = T,x. Finally, 
let Y’= K,,,, and r’ = r:, . . rb. It is clear from the construction that Y’ 
and all the K;s are cr-compact convex sets in t.v.s. and that r’ belongs to 
X=(X, Y’) and satisfies T’x = Tx for each x E X. 1 
2. THE SIMPLEX SITUATION 
Let r:x, -broOxl +rl... --brnXxo, where TiEX(Xi, Xi+,) for all 
iEZ,+1. To show that r has a fixed point, the most natural approaches 
are the use of Kakutani’s product argument or the use of von Neumann’s 
approximate selection technique: 
- Kakutani’s product argument: Consider A: X = JJy= 0 Xi -+ X given 
by 
dx=r,x,xr,x,xr,x,~ . . . xrn_lx,-, 
for x = (x0, xi,..., x,) E X. Then, r has a fixed point if and only if A has one. 
Moreover, from Proposition l(5), A E X(X, X). Kakutani [ 181 used this 
argument to derive the von Neumann intersection theorem [22] (see 
Theorem 5’ below) from his fixed point theorem; 
- Von Neumann’s approximate selection technique: Suppose that for 
each iEZ,+l and any neighbourhood of r, in Xix X,, ,, there exists a 
continuous map from Xi into Xi+ i the graph of which lies in this 
neighbourhood. Suppose further that the composition of all such maps has 
a fixed point. Then, using a limit process, one can show that r has a fixed 
point. Von Neumann (lot. cit.) used this technique to derive his inter- 
section theorem from the Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
Our fixed point problem could be solved by either approach if all the 
X;s were compact convex sets in a 1.c.s. But, in Theorem 1 below, the factor 
spaces Xi (i/O) are only assumed to be convex sets in a t.v.s.; another 
approach should be devised. 
Let X be a simplex. To prove his fixed point theorem, Kakutani 
constructs piecewise linear approximations of the given multifunction in 
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x(X, X) and applies the Brouwer fixed point theorem to such approxima- 
tions. Ha [15] remarked that a slight modification of Kakutani’s method 
enables extension of the fixed point property to multifunctions of the form 
yT, where rrz ,X(X, Y), y E ‘3( Y, X), Y a compact convex set in a t.v.s. In 
the proof of the following lemma, the same construction is used. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a simplex and Y a nonempty convex set in a t.v.s. 
Let A: X-+ Y be a closed multifunction. Then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(i) for every y E %‘(X, I’), y n A # 0, 
(ii) for every l-e xC(X, Y), Z-n A # 0. 
ProoJ: Since V(X, Y)c 3$(X, Y), (ii) implies (i). Conversely, assume 
that (i) holds. Proceeding by induction on the number of Kakutani multi- 
functions factorizing r, we first show that (ii) holds for any r in x(X, Y). 
For p = 1, 2, . . . . let Cp be a simplicial subdivision of X of mesh lower 
than l/p. Let a[, . . . . a& be the vertices of Cp and A{, . . . . A& the associated 
coordinate maps. Then each point x in X can be written uniquely as 
x = C;:0 n;(x) a:. For each vertex af of Cp choose a point bP in Tap, and 
define a continuous map yp: X-r Y by letting y”(x) = Cy!?0 A:(x) bj’. Then, 
by (i), we have 
for every p, there exists xp E X such that yp(xp) E Axp. (1) 
Let n be the dimension of X. Denote by B the unit ball of the Euclidean 
space spanned by X. Let ai, . . . . af, be the vertices of any n-simplex of CJ’ 
containing xp; then, a; E xp + (l/p) B for each k = 0, . . . . n, ,?p(xp) = 0 for all 
i+! {i,, . . . . i,} and Ap(xp) : = (Lz(xp), . . . . Ic’xp)) E A,. 
Consider the multifunction F: A, x X”+ ’ + Y defined by 
F(2, a,, . . . . a,,) = i 2,Tai. 
,=O 
Then, yp(xp) = C;=, E.P,(xp) bc belongs to F(E.P(xP), a:, .,., a:), so that, by 
(1) we have 
for every p, there exist xp E X, Ap E A,, and (a{, . . . . a,P) E X”+ ’ 
such that af’ExP + (l/p) B for each i and F(AP, a{, . . . . a,“) n 
Axp # 0. (2) 
F is a compact-valued U.S.C. multifunction, since it can be written as 
gG, where G: A, x Xnfl + A,, x Y”+ ’ given by G(A, a,, . . . . a,) = {;1} x 
Tao x . . x ra, is U.S.C. and compact-valued from Proposition l(5), and 
g:A,x Y”+l --f Y given by g(A, b,, . . . . b,) = x7=, ,Iibi is continuous since Y 
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is a convex set in a t.v.s. Therefore, by Proposition l(2), the multifunction 
H:A,XXn+' xX+ Y given by H(&a,, . . . . a,,x)=F(&a,, . . . . a,,)ndx is 
U.S.C. Hence, the set 
H-(Y)= {(&a, ,..., a,,x)~A~xX”+‘xX:I;(~,a, ,..., a,)ndx#@j 
is closed in the compact space /i, x x” + ’ x X. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the sequence {x”}, con- 
verges to a point i E X and the sequence {II”} p to a point 1 E ,4, as p goes 
to infinity. From (2), it follows that the sequence {a;}, also converges to 
,$ for each i= 0, . . . . n, while (np, a_(, . . . . a,P, xp) E H-(Y) for every p. Since 
H- ( Y) is closed, we derive that (1, i, . . . . 2, a) E H-(Y). In other words, we 
have (Cr=, ;iiri) n A2-Z 0. Since Ti is convex, C7=0 Airi c ri?, and 
therefore ri n Al # 0. Thus, (ii) holds for any r in x(X, Y). 
We now complete the induction process. Assume that (ii) holds for any 
multifunction factorizable by at most m Kakutani multifunctions. Let 
TEg.(X, Y) be of the form 
r:xl!+x I L!+...L!!$ y 
where Tie % for all i = 0, . . . . m. Let yO: X-+ X, be any continuous map. 
Observe that r,yO is a Kakutani multifunction, and therefore 
r,,,r, ~, . . . ri y0 : X -+ Y is factorizable by at most m Kakutani multifunc- 
tions. From the induction hypothesis, we have (r,r,_ i . . . r, y,,) n A # 0. 
This may be rewritten as y0 n A’ # 0, where A’ = r;r; . . . r; A. We 
claim that A’: X -+ X, is closed. First, A being closed, A- : Y -+ X is also 
closed, and therefore U.S.C. and compact-valued by Proposition l(2), since 
X is compact. Next, A’- = A-T,,,T,- , . . . ri is U.S.C. and compact-valued 
by Proposition 1(34), and therefore closed. Consequently, A’ is closed. We 
may then use the first part of the proof to derive that r,, n A’ # 0. But this 
is equivalent to (r,J,,, ~, . r,) n A # 0, which was to be proved. [ 
We are now able to extend Kakutani’s theorem to Kakutani factorizable 
multifunctions: 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a simplex. Then any multifunction in xC(X, X) has 
a fixed point. 
Proof: Let A c Xx X be the diagonal. The Brouwer fixed point theorem 
asserts that y n A # 0 for every y E 59(X, X). From Lemma 1, it follows that 
rn A # 0 for every rE x,(X, X). 1 
Clearly, Theorem 1 remains valid if X is an arbitrary nonempty compact 
convex set in a Euclidean space since such a set is a retract of a simplex. 
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3. AN EXTENSION OF THE KKM LEMMA 
To prove their infinite-dimensional generalization of the Knaster- 
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz lemma, Dugundji and Granas [6] construct a 
barycentric mapping to which they apply the Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
The same idea is used here to obtain Theorem 2, the main result of this 
section. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a simplex, Y a normal space. Denote by 2 the set 
of vertices of X. Let F: 2 -+ Y and Z? X --) Y be such that 
(i) for each A c g, T(co A) c F(A), 
(ii) for every K E V( Y, X), or has a fixed point. 
Then, n (?%: x E x} # 121. 
Proof: Let X= (x,, . . . . x,}. Assume that nl= l &=0. Then, Y= 
(J’=, Ui, where Ui = y\Ejt,. 
Let {ICY}: be a partition of unity subordinated to the open covering 
(Ul}G of Y. Define K: Y-+X by letting +)=C~=,K~(Y)X~. Then 
ICE %‘( Y, X); hence, by (ii), there exist 2 E X and J E R’.? such that f = ~(9). 
Denote by Z(p) the set of indices i such that K~( 9) Z 0. On the one hand, 
$E Ui for every i~Z(j) and therefore E$ U (Fxi: iEZ(j)}. On the other 
1 
hand, smce x=K(~)=~~~,~~~~ rcj($)xi, J? belongs to co{x,: i~J(5)); hence, 
by (i), RcU (Fxi:i~Z(j)}, and thereforejEU (Fx~:~EZ(~)}. 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 1 
In case Y= X and r is the identity mapping on X, condition (ii) in 
Lemma 2 is satisfied since it is precisely the statement of Brouwer’s fixed 
point theorem. Thus in this case Lemma 2 becomes the Knaster- 
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz lemma [19]. 
Let X be a convex set. In the following, Xr denotes the set X supplied 
with the jkite topology. We recall that a set UC X, is open in X, if and 
only if for each finite set A c X,., U n co A is open in co A with respect to 
the Euclidean topology. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a convex set, Y a convex set in a t.v.s. Let F, 
Z? X-+ Y be such that: 
(i) for each finite set A t X, l’(co A) c F(A), 
(ii) rdgxf, Y). 
Then, the family {E: x E X} has the finite intersection property. 
Proof. Let {x,, . . . . x,} be a finite set in X. Consider the continuous map 
e,,: /i, --, X, defined by t,(n)=C;=O ;lixi. It follows from (ii) that 
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r/, E Zc(/l,, Y), and therefore, by Proposition 2, there exist a normal con- 
vex set Y, c Y and r, E &,(A,,, Y,,) such that r,n = re,(n) for each ,4 E ,4,. 
Observe that ii,, = {e,, . . . . e,}, the set of unit vectors of R”+‘. Define 
F,,: ii, -+ Y, by F,e, = Fx,n Y, for each eiE ji,. We claim that F,, and r,, 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. 
First, for each A’= {e,, . . . . ei,} c ;i,, we have e,(A’) = {xiO, . . . . xi,} and 
t,(co A’) = co(x,,, . . . . xc), so, by (i), T,(co A’) = f(co(x,,, . . . . x,~)) is con- 
tained in F( {xjO, . . . . x,}) n Y,, = FJA’). Hence, assumption (i) of Lemma 2 
is satisfied. 
Next, let IC,E%( Y,, A,). Since r,, belongs to xc(/l,, Y,,), we have 
I~,~,Ez~$(A,~, A,). Theorem 1 then implies that ~,,f, has a fixed point. 
Hence, assumption (ii) of Lemma 2 is also satisfied. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that n {Fnei: e, E ;in} # 0. Consequently, 
n (Fx,: i = 0, . . . . n} is not empty. The theorem is proved. 1 
Theorem 2 leads directly to Fan’s generalization [8] of the Knaster- 
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz lemma: 
COROLLARY 1 (Fan). Let D be an arbitrary set in a t.v.s. E, Let 
G: D + E be a closed-valued multifunction such that for each finite set 
A c D, co A is contained in G(A). If Gx is compact for some x E D, then 
n xc,, GxZ0. 
Proof: It is enough to show that the family {Gx: x E D} has the finite 
intersection property, so let (x0, . . . . x,} be any finite set in D. Let 
X= co{xo, . . . . x,}; define F: X +Xby Fx=GxnXifxE{x,,,...,x,} and 
Fx = X otherwise; let l? X-+ X be the identity mapping. Then, apply 
Theorem 2 to such X, F, I- and Y = X. It follows that n {Fx: x E X} # 0; 
but n {Fx: xEX} c fir=, Gx,. 1 
A useful consequence of Theorem 2 is the following coincidence theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a convex set, Y a convex set in a t.v.s. Let S, 
r: X -+ Y be such that: 
(i) S has open values and nonempty convex fibers, 
(ii) r belongs to x<(X,, Y) and is compact. 
Then, there exists x E X such that Sx n TX # 0. 
ProojI The argument is classical. I- being compact, there is a compact 
set Y’ such that T(X) c Y’ c Y. Define F: X--f Y by Fx = Y’\Sx. Then each 
Fx is compact in Y. If the assumption (i) of Theorem 2 were satisfied, it 
would follow from this theorem that n {Fx: x E X} # 0; but, this is 
impossible since S-y is assumed to be not empty for each y E Y, 
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which implies that n (Fx: x E X} = Y’\U.xcx Sx = @. Hence, there exist 
A = (x0, . ..) x,}cX, ,f-ECOA, and FE J’,? such that j $F(A); in other 
words, j E Sx, for each i= 0, . . . . n, or, equivalently, X,E S-j for each 
i= 0, . . . . n. But, S-j is convex; consequently i.~ co A c S-j. Thus, 
pEs.i?nri. 1 
Theorem 3 is a special case of [ 1, Thtoreme 23 (see also [ 141) where 
Y is an arbitrary topological space and r is a composition of acyclic multi- 
functions. However, the proof of this extension is much more complicated 
since it is based on a Lefschetz-type fixed point theorem. Theorem 3 
generalizes Theorem 7 of [4]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a nonempty convex set in a t.v.s. E; let 
I? X + X be a compact multifunction in 3$(X,, X). Then, for each open 
convex neighbourhood V of the origin in E, there exists xy E V such that 
rx,n(x,+ v)z@. 
Proof: Define S: X + X by Sx = (x + V) n X; then, apply Theorem 3 
with Y=X. 1 
4. THE CASE OF CONVEX SETS IN 1.c.s. 
In [20], the Tychonoff-Hukuhara fixed point theorem is obtained 
directly from a coincidence theorem analogue to Theorem 3 [20, 
Theorem 1.11. We follow the same pattern to extend Theorem 1 to convex 
sets in 1.c.s. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a nonempty convex set’ in a 1.c.s. E. Then any 
compact multifunction in -x(X, X) has a fixed point. 
Proof: Let r be a compact multifunction in x.(X, X). Since the origin 
in E admits a basis of open convex neighbourhoods, it follows from 
Corollary 2 that, for each neighbourhood V of the origin, there exist X,E X 
and y V E TX,, such that y ,, E xy + V. Since r is compact, we may assume 
without loss of generality that y, converges to some $. Then, xv also 
converges to j. Since r is closed, it follows that j E rj. 1 
Theorem 4 generalizes Himmelberg’s generalization [ 163 of the 
Kakutani fixed point theorem. 
5. ON THE VON NEUMANN INTERSECTION THEOREM 
In this section, Theorem 1 is compared with the following theorem of 
von Neumann [22]: 
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THEOREM 5’ (von Neumann). Let X, Y be two nonempty compact con- 
vex sets, each in a Euclidean space. Let E, F be two closed subsets of X x Y 
such that for each y E Y, the set E(y) = {x E X: (x, y) E E) is nonempty and 
convex, and for each x E X, the set F(x) = {y E Y: (x, y) E F} is nonempty 
and convex. Then En F # @. 
As is well known, von Neumann’s Theorem 5’ leads directly, both to the 
fundamental minimax equality of game theory (see [22, 181) and to 
Kakutani’s lixed point theorem (in Theorem 5’, let X= Y be a simplex and 
let E be the diagonal of Xx X). 
Now, let X, Y, E, F be as in Theorem 5’. Define Z: X+ Y by letting 
TX = F(x) for x E X and d: Y -+ X by letting dy = E(y) for y E Y. According 
to Proposition l(l-2), the assumptions on F and E amount to saying that 
ZE x(X, Y) and d E .X( Y, X). On the other hand, En F# $3 means that 
AT has a fixed point. Hence, Theorem 5’ can be restated as follows: Let X, 
Y be two nonempty compact convex sets, each in a Euclidean space. Let 
FeX(X, Y) and AEX( Y, X). Then AT has a fixed point. 
From this formulation, it is clear that Theorem 5’ is a special case of 
Theorem 1. 
Von Neumann’s intersection Theorem 5’ can be generalized in another 
way, closer to the spirit of the original formulation. 
Let IXijreI be a family of sets, and let i E Z be fixed. We write X for the 
set n,,,Xiand X’for the set n,E,,i,jX,. Ifx’EX’andjEZwithjZi, the 
jth coordinate of xi is denoted by xj. If xi E Xi and xi E X’, we write [xi, x’] 
for the point of X defined as follows: its ith coordinate is x,, and, for j # i, 
its jth coordinate is xi. Clearly, any x E X can be written as x = [x,, xl] for 
any in Z, where x’ denotes the projection of x onto X’. 
To any multifunction E, : Xi + X,, we associate the subset E; of X defined 
by Ei= {[xi, xi]: X~E E,x’}. If X, is a compact convex set in a t.v.s., by 
Proposition l( l-2), E, E x(X’, Xi) if and only if gi is a closed subset of X 
such that for each X’E X’, the set Ej (xi) = {x1 E X,: [xi, x’] E Ei} is non- 
empty and convex. The following theorem is therefore an extension of 
Theorem 5’. 
THEOREM 5. Let X0 be a nonempty convex set in a t.v.s., and let 
x I > ..., X, be n( 3 1) nonempty convex sets, each in a I.c.s. For i = 0, . . . . n, let 
Eie x.(X’, Xi). Zf all the multi&unctions E, are compact except possibly E,,, 
then n:=,E,#@. 
Proof: For i E Z, + , , define Z, : X’ --) Xi+ ’ by letting 
rixl = E,x’x n {xi}, for xreXi. 
/E&Z+1 
j+f {i*i+ I) 
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It is easily seen that r,~ &(X’, Xi’) for each iE Z,, , . Therefore, the 
multifunction I? X0 --* X0 defined by r = r,, f n _ r . . f, belongs to 
&(X0, X0). We claim that r is compact. Indeed, for i = 0, . . . . n - 1, denote 
by K, a compact set such that E,(X’) c K, c Xi. Observe that 
fo(xo)cKoxX,x ... xx,, 
r,l-,(X”)cK,xK,xX,x ... xX,, 
and, finally, f,_,r,_,...T,(XO)cK,xK, x ... XI&-,. It follows that 
T(X”) is contained in the compact set r,(K, x K, x . . x K,- , ). Thus, I’ is 
compact. Since X0 is a nonempty convex set in a l.c.s., we can invoke 
Theorem 4 to derive the existence of a point x0 E X0 such that x0 E Lx’. In 
other words, there exist x1 E X1, . . . . xn E X” such that x’+ ’ E fixi for each 
iEZ,+,, which means: 
x;+ ’ E E,x’ foreach iEZ,+, (3) 
and 
,;+I = x.j for each jEZn+,, j+ {i, i+ 1). (4) 
From (4), it follows that .$ = A$ for any i, j, k E Z, + I with j$ {i, k}. Hence, 
[x;+ l, xi] = [x; + ‘, x”] for any i, kEZ,+,. Denote by x the point of X 
defined by x = [xi’ ‘, .x’] for any i E Z, + , . From (3), we derive that x E Ei 
for every iEZ,+l; hence, flrzo Ei is not empty. 1 
Observe that if at least n of the sets X, are compact, then the compact- 
ness condition in Theorem 5 is satisfied. When all the sets Xi are nonempty 
compact convex sets in a I.c.s. and Ei E x(Xi, Xi), Theorem 5 reduces to a 
special case of Fan’s generalization [7] of the von Neumann theorem 
(actually, Fan considered a possibly infinite family of such sets). 
Theorem 5 should in turn be compared with the following extension [20, 
Theorem 1.91 of another result of Fan [9): Let X0, . . . . X,, be n + l( 22) 
nonempty convex sets, each in a t.v.s. For i= 0, . . . . n, let E,: Xi + Xi be a 
multifunction with nonempty convex values and open fibers. If at least n of 
the sets Xi are compact, then fly=, E, # a. 
This result was extended by Ben-El-Mechaiekh et al. [2, Theoreme 4) to 
an arbitrary family {Xi}icI, finite or infinite, of convex sets, all of which 
are compact except possibly one; it reduces to Fan’s result when all the X;s 
are supposed to be compact. 
6. EQUILIBRIUM POINTS IN GENERALIZED GAMES 
In [lo], Fan discussed a variety of applications of his above-mentioned 
intersection result, such as the Nash theorem [21] on the existence of 
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equilibrium points in games. Along the same lines, we present here a 
generalization of Debreu’s generalization [5] of the Nash theorem, as an 
application of Theorem 5. 
A game is a situation in which several players each have partial control 
over some outcome but generally conflicting preferences over the outcome: 
each player has a fixed range of strategies among which he or she selects 
one so as to bring about the best outcome according to his or her own 
preferences. A generalized game is a game in which the choices of players 
cannot be made independently: each player must select a strategy in a sub- 
set determined by the strategies chosen by the other players. Formally, the 
situation can be described as follows. Let Z,, 1 = {0, . . . . n} denote the set 
of players, and for i E Z, + , , let Xi denote the set of strategies of the ith 
player. Each element of X= niez,+, X, determines an outcome. The payoff 
to the ith player is a real-valued continuous functionf, defined on X. Given 
x’ in Xi (the strategies of all the others), the choice of the ith player is 
restricted to a nonempty compact subset ,4,(x’) of Xi; the ith player 
chooses xi in Ai so as to maximize f,( [xi, xl]). An equilibrium point in 
such a generalized game is a strategy vector x E X such that for all i E Z,, + , , 
x, eAi(X? and L(x) =max.,.,.w~ f,(l~i, ~~1). 
Let X, Y be topological spaces. A multifunction r: X-+ Y is said to be 
lower semi-continuous (1.s.c.) if for each open set Bc Y the inverse image 
r-(B) is open in X. Let C be a convex set in a real vector space. A real- 
valued fonction g defined on C is said to be quasi-concave, if for every real 
number t, the set {x E C: g(x) 2 t} is convex. 
THEOREM 6. Let X0 be a nonempty convex set in a t.v.s., and let 
x , , ...> X, be n( > 1) nonempty convex sets, each in a 1.c.s. For i = 0, . . . . n, 
let A,: X’ + Xi be a I.s.c. multifunction in 3T(Xi, Xi) and let 
f, : X = I-I:= 0 Xi + R be a continuous function such that for any$xed x’ E Xi, 
the function xi + fi( [xi, xi]) is quasi-concave on Xi. If all the multifunctions 
Ai are compact except possibly A,,, then there is an equilibrium point. 
Proof: For ig Z, + , , define Ei: X’ + Xi by letting 
An equilibrium point is a point of the intersection n (Ei: i E Z,, + , >. So, the 
theorem is proved if we show that the multifunctions Ei satisfy the assump- 
tions of Theorem 5. 
Let iEZ,,+l be fixed. For any fixed X’E x’, the set Eixi is nonempty, 
compact, and convex, since the function yi + fi ([ yj, xi]) is continuous and 
quasi-concave on the nonempty compact convex set A,x’. 
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Now, define T;: X’ + Xi by letting 
Observe that Ejx’ = Aixi n T,x’; therefore, by Proposition l(2), Ei is U.S.C. 
if Ti is shown to be closed. Since f, is continuous on X, the set 
Ui := {(x, ~~)~XxX,:f,(x)<f,([y~, x’])} is open in XxXi. But, 
X\T, = (x E X: there exists yi E A ;xi such that (x; yi) E U,} 
= {xeX: ({x} xA,x’)nUi#@}, 
and this set is open in X since the multifunction x + (x} x A,x’ from X to 
Xx Xi is 1.s.c. on X. Thus, Ti is closed, and, consequently, Ei is U.S.C. 
Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied, which, as we have 
observed, completes the proof. 1 
In Debreu’s theorem [S], the sets Xi are contractible polyhedra and the 
multifunctions Ej considered in the above proof are U.S.C. with contractible 
values. Hence, Theorem 6 does not strictly generalize the Debreu theorem. 
Debreu’s proof is based on the homological type fixed point theorem of 
Eilenberg-Montgomery. 
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